A  DEFINITION   OF   GENIUS
'He was reluctant to take office, pleading that he had
too much to do. The members would have been glad
to see him in the Chair, but the only offices he ever filled
were those of Secretary, and Master of the Ceremonies;
the former in 1890, the latter in 1891.'
It is important to realise that for Lane life was all
work and no play.    Or perhaps it would be better to
say that his work was his play; that he was one of those
happy and rare individuals for whom work and recreation
are synonymous.    According  to  the Warden of New
College,   that   is   a   definition   of  genius,     'Men   and
women of genius*, says  Mr.  Fisher,  'are in a special
category.    The problem of leisure does  not arise for
them, their work is play, their play is work.'     If that
be so, then Lane was unquestionably a genius.     Or at
least he became one when he left the Railway Clearing
House,    For   there   is  work,  and   work.    Lane's was
always so varied that it never irked him.    Evidently
the   monotony   of  routine   duties,   the   'sad   mechanic
exercise* of office work, the sombre tyranny of the desk,
would have fretted his restless spirit and made a dullard
of him.    The obituary notice of him in  the Railway
Clearing House Magazine, with a candour unusual in
obituary notices, said, 'he was not very brilliant at our
complicated work'.    He did  not write what is  called
a good clerical hand; I think he went out of his way
not to do that.    And I do not think he had much of a
head for figures.    He had little taste for detail, and, for
the purely executive part of his business, he came to
rely more and more on  his  manager and his  senior
staff.    Of Chapman, his first manager, I have already
spoken.    He had an immense knowledge of books and
he had the true scholar's mind.    There was nothing
careless or slapdash about him, yet he was a very rapid
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